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I. INTRODUCTION
A FLEXIBLE manufacturing system (FMS) can be defined as an automated manufacturing system that consists of numerically controlled machines capable of performing multiple functions and an automated material handling system, all controlled by a computer system [19] . There are two types of FMSs, part-movement systems and tool-movement systems. In part-movement FMSs, operations are initially allocated to the machines and the required tools are loaded on the tool magazines, and then parts are moved among the machines. Here, parts routing schedules are determined by operation allocation decisions. In these systems, once a tool is loaded onto a tool magazine, the tool is not removed from the tool magazine until the next tool changeover time unless it is broken or worn out. In tool-movement FMSs, on the contrary, each part visits only one machine for its entire processing. That is, a part is not moved (but tools are moved) among the machines once it is released into the FMS and loaded on a machine. As a result, some tools may have to be borrowed from other machines or transported S.-K. Lim is with the PricewaterhouseCoopers, Seoul 135-798, Korea (e-mail: seungkil.lim@kr.pwcglobal.com).
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from the tool crib when they are required for a part but not available at the machine to which the part is assigned. Toolmovement FMSs have potential advantages over part-movement FMSs in that the number of tools needed in the system is usually smaller [3] , and there is no need to reposition workpieces or recalibrate positions of tool heads, which may deteriorate cutting precision [6] .
In tool-movement FMSs, tool delay time may occur more often since tools have to be moved among the machines more frequently. Since a significant amount of scheduled production time is lost due to unavailability of tools [21] , it is important to minimize tool delay time for better system performance. Tool delay time consists of tool transportation time and tool waiting time. Tool transportation time is the time duration required to bring a tool from a machine (or the tool crib) to another machine (or the tool crib), while tool waiting time is the time duration for which a machine must wait until a tool of a required tool type becomes available. When more than one machine requires the same tool type at the same time, tool waiting time occurs. In most systems, tool transportation time is much shorter than part processing time and tool waiting time. Tool waiting time, which accounts for the majority of tool delay time, is largely affected by tool availability, and tool availability is affected by the number of copies for each tool type in an FMS, called the tool copy configuration. Therefore, for better system performance, a tool copy configuration should be determined carefully. The problem of determining a tool copy configuration is called the tool requirements planning problem (TRPP).
There are few studies on tool requirements planning problems. Graver and McGinnis [4] and Macchiaroli and Riemma [13] suggest simulation-based methods to determine tool duplications for part-movement FMSs, while Atan and Pandit [1] propose deterministic mathematical models to maximize tool utilization and suggest solution approaches based on a Lagrangian relaxation method. On the other hand, Kumar et al. [12] give a dynamic tool requirements planning model and suggest a method to determine optimal tool replenishment plans for finite and infinite horizons using solution methods for a classical dynamic inventory model. For tool-movement FMSs, Zavanella and Bugini [23] and Koo et al. [10] analyze tradeoffs between the number of tool copies and tool waiting time with open queueing network models.
Although only tool-related costs are to be minimized by minimizing purchasing costs and/or inventory holding costs of tools in the above studies, operational issues are considered simultaneously when tool requirements plans are determined in other studies. Mohamed and Bernardo [14] develop an aggregate tool planning model with constraints of meeting given production schedules, and Chung [2] presents mathematical models to determine a rough-cut tool requirements plan to satisfy a given manufacturing schedule. Recently, Jun et al. [8] give heuristic algorithms for the problem of determining a tool copy configuration with the objective of minimizing makespan for a given set of part types under a given tool budget constraint.
In this paper, we consider a TRPP with the objective of minimizing total tardiness of parts produced in a tool-movement FMS for a limited budget. The problem considered here is similar to the one considered by Jun et al. [8] , but objectives for the two problems are different. Because of such a difference, completely or significantly different solution methods may be required for the two problems. In this research, several heuristic algorithms are developed for the TRPP using greedy search methods and simulation. In the heuristic algorithms, simulation runs are made using certain methods for loading and scheduling of parts and tools to determine a search direction from a given tool copy configuration. Note that, even if a tool copy configuration is given, performance of the system or total tardiness of a given part set cannot be computed without loading plans and schedules for parts and tools. That is, tardiness depends not only on tool copy configurations but also on loading plans and schedules of parts and tools. To test performance of the algorithms suggested in this paper for the TRPP, we use several methods for loading and scheduling that are suggested in other research or modified from those given in earlier research.
In the next section, the TRPP considered in this study is described in more detail, and Section III gives an overall procedure used to determine a tool copy configuration. Section IV presents four algorithms for the TRPP tested in this paper, while in Section V, we describe a few methods for loading and scheduling parts and tools, which are used in the computational experiment to test performance of the algorithms suggested for the TRPP. A series of computational experiments is performed on a number of test problems and results are reported in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper with a short summary and a suggestion for future research.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The TRPP considered here is the problem of determining a tool copy configuration that minimizes total tardiness of parts under a given limited tool budget. Here, tardiness ( ) of part is defined as , where and are the completion time and the due date of part , respectively. Also, a tool copy configuration, denoted by , is defined by the number of tool copies of each tool type that are loaded on the machines and the tool crib, i.e.,
, where denotes the number of tool copies of tool type . The problem formulation with the above objective and constraints can be justified as follows. In general, if there are more copies of tools in a manufacturing system, tool waiting time can be reduced and hence the system can complete a given set of parts earlier. However, tools are an expensive component of a manufacturing system as tooling cost comprises about 20% to 30% of the cost of installing and operating a manufacturing system [5] , [20] . Therefore, it is necessary to consider tool costs (and the available budget for purchasing tools) when determining the number of tool copies of each tool type. In addition, since an FMS is a subsystem of a manufacturing system in many cases, a given set of part types should be completed in the FMS according to a given production plan for the whole manufacturing system. For example, if parts produced in an FMS are used as component parts required for an assembly line, those parts should be produced according to a given assembly schedule of the assembly line. Also, in cases where parts are produced according to orders from customers, each part has its own due date defined by the customer orders.
The FMS considered in this paper consists of several identical machines, a tool crib, a tool transfer robot, and material handling system composed of a stacker crane and a pallet stocker. Each machine has a tool magazine of a limited capacity, i.e., the number of tool slots in the magazine is limited. Each machine can perform all operations to be processed in the FMS, if tools required for the operations are loaded on its tool magazine. The tool crib, like a tool magazine, can store a relatively large number of tools in its tool slots, but it is not a part of (it is not attached to) a machine tool. The tool transfer robot moves tools among the machines and the tool crib, and a stacker crane transfers parts between a machine and the pallet stocker. An example of such FMSs is depicted in Fig. 1 .
In the FMS, tools are installed onto tool magazines of the machines and the tool crib according to a given tool loading plan before a production period begins (before the system starts processing parts). The number of tool copies of each tool type does not change until the end of the planning horizon or until the next tool changeover time. Each part visits only one machine and stays there until all operations of the part are completed. If a machine does not have some of tools required to process a part on its tool magazine, it must borrow those tools from other machines or the tool crib. If all copies of the tool type that should be borrowed are being used by other machines, the machine which requests the tool type must wait until a copy of the tool type becomes available. In this study, we assume: 1) a machine can start processing a part only after all tools required for the part are loaded on its tool magazine; 2) tools can be released from a machine only after the machine finishes processing a part that requires the tools; 3) machines do not fail during the production period; 4) each tool occupies one tool slot in the tool magazine; 5) processing times of the operations are deterministic and known in advance.
III. OVERALL PROCEDURE
Algorithms suggested in this study are composed of two parts, optimization through local search and evaluation of alternatives through simulation. From an initial tool copy configuration, the tool copy configuration is changed to a better one using a local search method. To make such a change, total tardiness that results from a tool copy configuration should be estimated. However, total tardiness of a given part set cannot be exactly estimated beforehand even if a tool copy configuration is given, since tool waiting time cannot be known before the system actually completes the parts. To determine a search direction from a given tool copy configuration, simulation runs are made on the given configuration using predetermined rules and strategies for loading/scheduling of parts and tools. A new tool copy configuration is generated by increasing the number of tool copies of a tool type that is selected using information obtained from the simulation results. A flowchart for the overall procedure is given in Fig. 2 .
This solution approach is similar to the one suggested by Macchiaroli and Riemma [13] . Note that we do not consider nondeterministic factors such as machine breakdowns, tool breakages, and arrivals of urgent orders in this simulation to determine a search direction. As a result, it is not necessary to make replications in this simulation to evaluate or estimate the total tardiness for a given tool copy configuration.
As mentioned earlier, to perform simulation, there must be specific methods for loading and scheduling parts and tools as well as a tool copy configuration. In this study, several (existing) methods are tested for each decision of loading/scheduling of parts and tools, and the best set of methods for loading/scheduling will be used with each method for determining a tool copy configuration. Although better loading/scheduling methods may be sought to get a better overall solution, we do not intend to do so here. This is because there already have been several studies on these issues and our major concern in this study is how to determine a tool copy configuration, not how to load and schedule parts and tools.
IV. ALGORITHMS FOR TOOL REQUIREMENTS PLANNING
In this study, three new algorithms are suggested for the TRPP and a modification of an existing algorithm [23] is presented. Although these algorithms have different criteria to select tool types of which the number of tool copies will be increased, all algorithms use the same basic idea as follows. As the objective of the TRPP is to minimize total tardiness under a given available budget, it would be desirable to increase the number of tool copies of tool types in such a way that tardiness can be reduced with the minimum additional cost. In other words, it would be better in reducing total tardiness if we increase the number of tool copies of the tool types needed for parts which are completed after their due dates because of tool waiting time. If such tool types are those that cause longer tool waiting time and cost less, it would be more cost-effective.
Before describing the algorithms, we define several terms that will be used in the description of the algorithms. Let be the given budget for tool purchase and be the tardiness of part in a given sequence. Also, let be the machine to which part is assigned and let denote the set of tool types (required by part ) that can be borrowed latest from another machine. Tools in cause tool waiting time. Let denote the tool waiting time caused by . Then can be obtained as , where , and the completion time of the part that is completed last among those parts that use tools required by part but are not loaded yet on machine ; the completion time of the part that is completed second to the last among those parts that use tools required by part but are not loaded yet on machine ; the time when part becomes ready for being processed; thetimewhenalltoolsin becomeavailable( ). How and are defined here is explained using an example in which eight parts are scheduled on three machines. Fig. 3 shows Gantt charts for two cases in the example. Assume that tools 1, 2, and 3 are not loaded on machine 2 but required by part 5, and that tools 1 and 2 that are required by part 2 are loaded on machine 1, and tool 3 required by part 7 is loaded on machine 3. Machine 2 should borrow these three tools from other machines to process part 5. In both cases, since tools 1 and 2 become available latest. However, s of the two cases are different as shown in Fig. 3 . In case 1, tool delay time caused solely by tools 1 and 2 is the time interval between , the time when tool 3 becomes available (since part 7 is completed), and , the time when tools 1 and 2 become available (since part 2 is completed), i.e.,
. On the other hand, in case 2, tool delay time is the time interval between , the time when part 4 is completed on machine 2, and , the time when tools 1 and 2 become available, i.e., . Now, we describe four algorithms tested in this study using the notation defined above.
Algorithm 1. Tardiness Over Cost (TOC)
To reduce tardiness of the parts, it would be better to increase the number of tool copies of tools that are needed for tardy parts. At the same time, purchase costs of these tools have to be considered since there is a limit on the budget for tool purchase. In this algorithm, therefore, a part with the maximum value of is selected, where is the purchase cost of tool , and then the number of tool copies of tool types required for the selected part is increased. The procedure of this algorithm can be summarized as follows. In this procedure, denotes the set of all tool types that are required by the parts to be produced in the tool requirements planning horizon.
Procedure 1. (TOC)
Step 1) Let for all . Let .
Step 2) Perform a simulation with the current tool copy configuration to obtain tardiness of all parts.
Step 3) Select a part ( ) with the maximum value of among parts ( ) such that . If none is selected (if for all ), stop.
Step 4) Increase by one for , and let . Go to step 2.
Algorithm 2. Modified Tardiness Over Cost (MTOC)
In some cases, tardiness of a part is caused by tool waiting time of tools required for the part. In other cases, tardiness is caused by sequences of parts on the machines. In the latter cases, tardiness may not be reduced, even if we increase the number of tool copies of tool types required for the parts with positive tardiness. Therefore, we have to consider the tardiness affected by tool waiting time when selecting tool types. Let be the modified tardiness of part , which is the tardiness affected by tool waiting time, where denotes the tool waiting time caused by as defined earlier.
In this algorithm, a part with the maximum value of is selected and the number of tool copies of tool types required for the selected part is increased. Except for this selection criterion, the procedure of this algorithm is identical to that of TOC.
Procedure 2. (MTOC)
Step 2) Perform a simulation with the current tool copy configuration to obtain tool waiting time ( ) and tardiness ( ) for all parts.
Step 3) Select a part ( ) with the maximum value of among parts ( ) such that . If none is selected, stop.
Algorithm 3. Tool-Induced Tardiness Over Cost (TTOC)
In general, a tool type can be used for multiple parts, and hence a tool type may cause tardiness of multiple parts. In this algorithm, the sum of tardiness of parts caused by each tool type is estimated and this estimate is used to increase the number of tool copies of the tool type. Let if , and otherwise. Then, the tardiness caused by tool type can be estimated as , where again denotes the tool waiting time of part caused by . In this algorithm, a tool type with the maximum value of is selected and the number of tool copies of the tool type is increased.
Procedure 3. (TTOC)
Step 2) Perform a simulation with the current tool copy configuration to obtain tool waiting time ( ), tardiness ( ), and for all and .
Step 3) Select a tool type ( ) with the maximum value of among tool types ( ) such that . If none is selected, stop. Step 4) Increase by one and let . Go to step 2.
Algorithm 4. Algorithm Based on an M/M/c Queueing Model (MMC)
Although it cannot be directly applied to the problem considered in this paper, there exists a method, developed by Zavanella and Bugini [23] , to determine tool copy configurations for tool-movement FMSs. In this method, an M/M/c queueing model is used to estimate waiting time caused by each tool type, and then the number of tool copies of a tool type which causes the longest waiting time is increased. We modified this method slightly to cope with characteristics of our problem by considering a budget constraint. This algorithm may not work well for the objective of minimizing total tardiness since it does not consider due dates when determining a tool copy configuration. This algorithm is used for a benchmark solution in this study since optimal solutions cannot be obtained in a reasonable amount of time.
Procedure 4. (MMC)
Step 2) Compute estimated waiting time caused by each tool type using the M/M/c queueing model with the current tool copy configuration.
Step 3) Select a tool type ( ) with the maximum value of estimated waiting time among tool types ( ) such that . If none is selected, stop. Step 4) Increase by one and let . Go to step 2.
V. LOADING AND SCHEDULING OF PARTS AND TOOLS
To start producing parts in an FMS, parts and tools should be loaded on the machines and the tool crib. Environments and restrictions in loading parts and tools for a tool-movement FMS are different from those for a part-movement FMS, in which operations required for the parts and associated cutting tools are assigned to the machines or machine groups. In tool-movement FMS's, parts are assigned to the machines, i.e., all operations for a part are assigned to and processed on a machine, and tools required for the parts can be loaded on the machine or the tool crib. Note that the loading problem can be considered as a static problem. In other words, decisions on the assignment of parts and tools to the machines (and the tool crib) can be made before production begins.
Once an FMS is configured according to a loading plan, other types of decisions have to be made before or during a production period. These decisions are those for scheduling of parts and tools. Sequences of parts may be determined before an FMS starts producing parts, or a dynamic scheduling methodology may be employed. That is, when a machine becomes available, a next part is selected to be processed on the machine among the parts that are assigned to the machine. Tool movements are also made dynamically during a production period according to the part schedule and the current state of the system. To control tool movements, we should make the following three decisions: from where should tools be borrowed when needed; when should the borrowed tools be returned to the original places; and which machine can borrow a tool first when two or more machines need to borrow the tool.
Roh and Kim [17] consider the problem of loading and scheduling parts and tools in a tool-movement FMS, and give algorithms for the problem with the objective of minimizing mean tardiness. Among three methods they suggested, an iterative method worked best. In this method, the part allocation and sequencing decisions and tool loading decisions are made iteratively using the information obtained from the other decisions. Part allocation and sequencing are done simultaneously using a solution method for parallel machine scheduling problems, and tool loading decisions are made by estimating tardiness that can be reduced by allocating a tool to a machine for all tool-machine pairs. See Roh and Kim [17] for more details of this method.
In this paper, we suggest another solution method, called the two-phase method, in which parts are assigned to the machines first and then tools are assigned to the machines and parts are scheduled on the machines. The two-phase method is similar to the sequential method given by Roh and Kim [17] , but the former uses algorithms that give better solutions for those decisions than the algorithms used by the latter. Although the iterative approach may be employed for the same algorithms, it is not employed here since loading and scheduling decisions may have to be made many times in the algorithms suggested for tool requirements planning, and hence the iterative approach requires an excessive computation time for this purpose.
In the following, we present several methods and algorithms for loading and scheduling parts and tools. Some of these algorithms are suggested in other research or modified from those given in previous research on loading and scheduling problems, while others are suggested in this paper.
A. Algorithms for Loading Parts
Since machines (in the FMS considered in this study) are identical and they can process all parts if required tools are provided, parts can be assigned to the machines using algorithms for static scheduling problems for parallel identical processors. When assigning parts to the machines, we have to consider tool commonality of the parts since there is a limit on the number of tools that can be loaded on a machine. We use the following three heuristic algorithms for part loading. In the first two algorithms, tool commonality is considered using basic ideas of the loading algorithms suggested by Kim and Yano [9] for part-movement FMSs. The third algorithm is based on the heuristic algorithm developed by Koulamas [11] , denoted by KPM, which is the best heuristic algorithm currently available for the parallel-machine scheduling problem to minimize total tardiness.
MTF-1:
This algorithm, which is modified from the algorithm denoted by APS in Kim and Yano [9] , is a variation of MULTIFIT algorithms for bin-packing problems. MULTIFIT algorithms make repeated trials for part assignments with different values of machine capacities (processing time capacities) between lower and upper bounds. In MTF-1, the lower and upper bounds are set to the balanced workload (computed by dividing the sum of processing times of all parts by the number of machines) and the sum of processing times of all parts, respectively. Parts are sorted first in a nonincreasing order of processing times, and then for each machine capacity they are allocated to machines in that order in such a way that the part that requires the largest number of tool slots on the most preferred machine is assigned to that machine. Here, the most preferred machine for a part is the machine that currently requires the fewest additional tool slots for operations of the part. Refer to [9] for a more detailed description of the algorithm.
MTF-2:
This algorithm is the same as MTF-1 except that a part that needs the smallest number of tool slots on its most preferred machine is assigned to that machine.
KPM: In this algorithm, a pair of a part and a machine is selected repeatedly and the selected part is scheduled on the selected machine, until all parts are scheduled. A heuristic algorithm (for the single machine tardiness scheduling problem) developed by Panwalkar et al. [15] , denoted by PSK, is used as a subroutine to select the pair of a part and a machine. See Koulamas [11] for more details of this algorithm.
Note that we can obtain only a loading plan of parts with MTF-1 and MTF-2, while a loading plan and sequences of the parts can be simultaneously obtained from KPM. Therefore, if KPM is used, a scheduling method may not be needed for part scheduling. That is, we can implement the sequences obtained from KPM at the scheduling stage. Alternatively, we can use only the loading plan obtained from KPM, and sequences of parts can be determined later at the scheduling stage by some other part scheduling algorithms (which will be explained in Section V-C).
B. Algorithms for Loading Tools
Two algorithms are used for tool loading in this study. One algorithm is suggested by Jun et al. [8] , denoted by JKS, and the other one is developed by Park and Kim [16] , denoted by PK.
JKS: Among tools not yet assigned, one tool of a tool type that will be used most frequently is selected and loaded on a machine that will use it for the longest time (according to a given part loading plan). Once a tool of a tool type is loaded on a machine, the combination of the tool type and the machine is no longer an eligible alternative for another selection, i.e., remaining tools of the tool type cannot be loaded on that machine any more. If there is no available tool slot in the tool magazine of the selected machine, the selected tool is loaded on the tool crib. This selection and assignment procedure is repeatedly applied until there is no more tool copy to be assigned.
PK: Based on a part loading plan, we calculate the frequency a machine uses each tool type, and then select a pair of a tool type and a machine that has the highest frequency among all pairs. If there are tool copies of the selected tool type and the selected machine has available tool slots, one tool of the tool type is loaded on the machine. Once a pair of a tool type and a machine is selected, the pair is no longer an eligible alternative for another selection. This selection and assignment procedure is repeatedly applied until there is no available tool slot in the tool magazines or there is no more tool copy to be assigned. If there is no tool type-machine pair that can be selected but there are tool copies not assigned yet, these tools are loaded on the tool crib.
C. Part Scheduling Algorithms
As it is very difficult to obtain optimal part schedules and part sequencing is not a major concern in this paper, dispatching rules are used to determine a processing sequence of the parts in the part scheduling algorithms suggested in this study. In these algorithms, when a machine becomes available, a part with the highest priority is selected to be processed next on the machine among the parts that are assigned to the machine. As mentioned earlier, part scheduling algorithms are not required when the part loading decision is made by KPM since this algorithm determines the sequence of parts on each machine when loading parts.
The following notation is used to describe priority functions of the dispatching rules:
processing time of part ; average processing time of parts which are loaded on the machine but not processed yet; due date of part ; tool waiting time of part , time duration for which the machine on which part is loaded must wait until all required tools for the part become available; the current time, when the decision for dispatching is to be made; . Note that is not always the same as , which was defined earlier. While is tool waiting time caused by tool type(s) that can be borrowed latest from another machine, is tool waiting time caused by all tool types that should be borrowed from other machines (hence, ). Now, we describe the scheduling algorithms used in this study.
EDD (earliest due date): the highest priority is given to a part with the earliest due date SLACK: the highest priority is given to a part with the minimum slack time, MDD (modified due date): the highest priority is given to a part with the minimum modified due date, COVERT (cost over time): the highest priority is given to a part with the maximum ratio of expected tardiness to processing time, ATC (apparent tardiness cost): similar to COVERT except that an exponential function of the slack is used for estimating expected tardiness, . In the last two rules, and are parameters that must be specified. The parameter is called the lead-time estimation parameter that takes account of waiting time, while is called the adjustment multiplier that adjusts the expected waiting time to the worst case. See Russell et al. [18] and Vepsalainen and Morton [22] for more details. In this study, we test combinations of several values for these two parameters, and select the best values considering the solution quality and the CPU time. Selected values are in ATC and in COVERT.
D. Tool Control Policies
To control tool movements, we need to determine: from where should tools be borrowed if needed; when should the borrowed tools be returned to the original places; and which machine can borrow a tool first if two or more machines need to borrow the tool. The following rules are used (or tested) in this study.
1) From where should a tool be borrowed: if the tool crib has a tool copy of the type to be borrowed, a tool copy is borrowed from the tool crib. If the tool crib does not have a tool of the type and there exists at least one machine that has a tool of the type on its magazine but is not using it currently, a tool is borrowed from a machine at which the tool type will be used least frequently. If all tools of the type to be borrowed are being used by other machines, a tool that becomes available earliest is borrowed.
2) When should a borrowed tool be returned: we test two policies suggested by Han et al. [7] , immediate tool return (ITR) policy and no tool return (NTR) policy. In the NTR policy, tools borrowed from other places are not returned to original places until they are required. On the other hand, in the ITR policy, borrowed tools are returned to original places immediately after they are used. 3) Which machine borrows a tool first: if two or more machines request the same tool type, first-come, first-served (FCFS) rule is applied. That is, a machine that requests the tool type earliest borrows the tool first. If the selected machine does not have an empty slot in its tool magazine, it temporarily sends to the tool crib a tool in the tool magazine that will not be used any more or will be used least frequently.
VI. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS
To test performance of the algorithms suggested in this research, a series of computational experiments was done. For the test, 5 problem instances were generated for each of all combinations of three levels for the number of machines (4, 6 and 8) , three levels for the number of part types (15, 20 and 25) , three levels for the number of tool types (200, 230 and 260), and four different sets for ranges of due dates of the part types. Due dates of part types were generated from discrete uniform distributions with range , where and denote the demand quantity and the processing time of part , respectively, and denotes the number of machines in the FMS. Here, four pairs of values for ( ) were used for problem generation, which are (0, 1.0), (0, 1.4), (0.2, 1.2) and (0.2, 1.4). Tool magazine capacity of each machine was set to 90 slots and the capacity of the tool crib was set to 320 slots. In the experiments, we did not consider nondeterministic factors such as machine breakdowns and tool breakages.
Other data were generated from probability distributions as follows. Here, denotes the discrete uniform distribution with range . Values of parameters were selected based on information obtained from a manufacturing company in Korea.
1) Demand quantity for each part type was generated from . 2) The number of operations needed for each part was set to 1, 2 and 3 with probability 0.2, 0.7, and 0.1, respectively. 3) Processing time of an operation was generated from and with probability 0.05, 0.8 and 0.15, respectively. 4) The number of tool types needed for each operation was generated from and with probability 0.9 and 0.1, respectively. 5) Purchase costs of the tool types were generated from . 6) The budget for tool purchase ( ) was set to be equal to two times the costs needed to purchase one copy for each of all tool types. 7) The tool transportation time from one machine to an adjacent machine was set to 0.2 time unit and that from the tool crib to the nearest machine was set to 0.6 time unit. All algorithms were coded in C and computational experiments were done on a personal computer with a 400-MHz Pentium II processor.
A. Preliminary Tests
Before algorithms for the TRPP are tested, preliminary tests were done to find out which part and tool loading/scheduling algorithms are most appropriate for each algorithm. For the tests, 10 problems with 6 machines, 20 part types, and 230 tool types were randomly generated with a method similar to the one described earlier.
As it is very difficult to obtain optimal solutions, performance of the algorithms was shown with a relative measure, called the relative deviation index (RDI). The RDI is defined as , where is the solution value (total tardiness) obtained by algorithm , and and are the best and the worst solution values among those obtained by the algorithms included in the comparison, respectively. This index shows how each algorithm works compared with other algorithms. Table I shows results of the tests. Note that there are two methods that employ KPM, i.e., one in which solutions from KPM are used only for part loading and one in which solutions from KPM are used for both part loading and part scheduling, as mentioned earlier. Also note that the iterative method of Roh and Kim [17] uses its own algorithm for tool loading instead of PK or JKS. To analyze the results, i.e., to identify difference in the performance of the part and tool loading/scheduling algorithms, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was done using RDI values as the dependent variable. Table II shows the result of the ANOVA for the case in which TOC was used for the TRPP. (Another ANOVA result obtained using total tardiness as the dependent variable was almost the same.) Since similar ANOVA results were obtained for the other TRPP algorithms, ANOVA tables for these other cases are not shown here.
The results showed that the performance (total tardiness of orders) was significantly (at the significance level of 0.01) affected by the part loading algorithms and part scheduling algorithms. On the other hand, tool loading algorithms or tool control policies did not have much impact on total tardiness. Since there is an interaction effect between part loading algorithms and part scheduling algorithms, one may have to select carefully a combination of part loading and part scheduling algorithms. In all four cases, certain combinations of part and tool loading/sched -TABLE III  PERFORMANCE OF THE TRPP ALGORITHMS (RESULTS FROM PRACTICAL SIZED PROBLEMS)   TABLE IV  PERFORMANCE OF THE TRPP ALGORITHMS (RESULTS FROM SMALL SIZED PROBLEMS) uling algorithms worked better than others, but there were not significant differences among a few combinations that worked well. In this study, for a main test for comparison of TRPP algorithms, we simply select a combination that gives the best results in terms of the average RDI values for each TRPP algorithm. Selected combinations are (MTF-2, PK, MDD, NTR), (MTF-1, PK, ATC, NTR), (MTF-2, PK, MDD, ITR), and (MTF-2, PK, MDD, NTR) for TOC, MTOC, TTOC, and MMC, respectively.
B. Main Tests
The four TRPP algorithms, each runs with the combination of part and tool loading/scheduling algorithms (that performed better than other combinations in the preliminary tests), were tested on 540 test problems generated with the method described earlier. It took less than 5 min for each TRPP algorithm to solve a problem on the PC used in this test. The computation time seems to be reasonable since the TRPPs are not solved very often. Results of the test are given in Table III. The table shows the average percentage reduction of the solution values (total tardiness) of each newly suggested TRPP algorithm from those of MMC, and the number of problems for which each algorithm found the best solutions (NBS). Note that the row sum for the NBS's corresponding to the TRPP algorithms exceeds the number of problems tested in each case since more than one algorithm found the best solutions in many problems.
As expected, MMC was outperformed by the new algorithms suggested in this study. MMC did not give a best solution in any of the 540 test problems. Obviously, the new algorithms, in which tardiness and tool purchase costs are considered when determining a tool copy configuration, work better than MMC, which does not take these into account. Among the three algorithms, MTOC and TTOC worked better than TOC. This may be because by considering the modified tardiness, i.e., (estimated) actual tardiness reduction affected by addition of a tool, tardiness may be reduced with minimum additional tool purchase costs. In other words, if we increase the number of tool copies of tool types needed for parts that are tardy because of reasons other than tool waiting time, tardiness may not be reduced.
To see if there is a difference between the performance of MTOC and TTOC, a paired-t test was conducted at the significance level of 0.01. Results of the test showed that there was a statistically significant difference between them (MTOC worked better than TTOC). This means that it is better to increase simultaneously the number of tool copies of the whole set of tools required for parts that are tardy because of tool waiting time (in MTOC) than to increase the number of tool copies of tools individually (in TTOC). Also, increasing tool copies of a tool that causes tool waiting times of several parts is not be very effective if tool copies of other tools required for the delayed parts are not increased together.
To see the performance of the suggested three TRPP algorithms in terms of an absolute (not a relative) measure, another test was performed on small-sized problems. In this test, optimal solutions were obtained by a full enumeration method and solutions of the suggested algorithms were compared with optimal solutions. Since the TRPP algorithms are tested here, loading and scheduling of parts and tools are done with the same methods as those for the TRPP algorithms. In other words, only alternatives for tool copy configuration were enumerated in the full enumeration method. Results of the test are given in Table IV , which shows the average percentage reduction of the solution values of the suggested TRPP algorithms and the full enumeration method (ENUM) from those of MMC, and the number of problems for which the TRPP algorithms found optimal solutions (NOS). The suggested algorithms, especially MTOC and TOC, gave near optimal solutions in most cases within a fraction of computation time required for the full enumeration method. Computation time required for the suggested algorithms to solve a problem was about one second, while that for the enumeration method was over five minutes. (The enumeration method could not solve larger problems in a reasonable amount of time.)
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we considered a tool requirements planning problem (TRPP) of finding a tool copy configuration that minimizes total tardiness of part orders with distinct due dates for a given budget for tool purchase in an FMS with an automatic tool transporter. We suggested three search algorithms for the problem using greedy search methods and simulation, and tested performance of these algorithms after methods for loading/scheduling parts and tools were devised and selected. Results of computational experiments on randomly generated test problems show that better results can be obtained from algorithms that consider tardiness affected by tool waiting time to determine tool types of which the tool copies are to be increased. Also, it is found that it is better to simultaneously increase the number of tool copies of tool types required for a tardy part than to increase the number of tool copies of a single tool type required by several tardy parts.
In this study, we focused on the TRPP and gave solution algorithms for this problem, but part loading and scheduling is also very important. In the preliminary test done to select the best combination of part and tool loading/scheduling algorithms, it was found that the system performance was affected by not only tool copy configuration but also part loading and part scheduling. Therefore, such operational policies including tool loading and control policies should be determined carefully for better system performance.
